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Abstract 

Hypothesis 

The shape of the liquid film (SLF) between a glass slide and an oil droplet immersed in an 

aqueous solution is influenced by the direct current (DC) electric field. The liquid film, 

consisting of the central film region and the meniscus film region, is formed between a 

floating oil droplet and a glass slide overhead.  

Experiments 

The SLF was experimentally studied in aqueous solutions of different ionic concentrations 

and pH values. After the DC electric fields were applied along the glass slide in horizontal 

direction, the diameter of central film and the thickness of meniscus film were measured by 

the interference method with an optical microscope. 

Findings 

The diameter of the central film decreases with the increase in the applied electric fields and 

declines at higher pH values while increases when the ionic concentration increases. The 

meniscus film becomes thicker with the increase in applied electric fields and is thicker in 

pH=11 solution and thinner in pH=3 and 1mM NaCl solution. This is the first study of 

dynamic thin liquid film under DC electric field, which may be attributed to the balance of 

dielectrophoretic (DEP) force, colloidal force and the deformable characteristic of the oil 

droplet. 

 

Keywords: DC electric fields; Oil droplets; Meniscus shape; Liquid film 
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1. Introduction 

Electrokinetic phenomena of a micro-size sphere (soft droplet or rigid particle) near a planar 

surface are fundamentally important in the fields ranging from colloid surface science [1-3], 

biochemistry [4-6] to biomedicine [7-9]. It is generally recognized that when a solid surface 

contacts with an aqueous solution, electrical double layer (EDL) will form on the solid 

surface in the aqueous solution side. Similarly, the EDL can also be generated when an oil 

droplet is in contact with an aqueous solution. The electrokinetic phenomena are generated by 

the interaction of an external electric field and the EDL, such as electroosmotic flow (EOF) 

and electrophoretic motion. Recently, the electrokinetic motions of small oil droplets and 

rigid particles near a planar surface are widely investigated by researchers [10-14]. Gao et al 

[15] numerically studied the effect of a fluid-liquid interface on the electrophoretic motion of 

a sphere. They found that the electrophoretic velocity of the sphere is enhanced by the 

fluid-liquid interface and this enhancement will increase with the decrease of the separation 

distance between the fluid-liquid interface and the sphere. Xuan et al [16] experimentally 

investigated the electrophoretic motion of a near-wall spherical particle in cylindrical 

capillaries. They found that the electrophoretic velocity of the same-sized particles is larger in 

smaller-sized capillaries, which demonstrated the enhanced effect of the near-wall 

electrophoretic motion. Later in 2015, Liang et al [17] experimentally verified the 

enhancement of the near-wall electrophoretic motion. More recently, Wang et al [18] 

developed a three-dimensional model to study the electrokinetic motion of a negatively 

charged oil droplet that attached to an air-water interface and uncovered the dependence of 

oil droplet electrokinetic velocity and direction on the magnitude of applied electric fields, 

zeta potential of the water-air interface and the oil-water interface and the droplet size, etc.  

 

In addition to the studies of the electrokinetic motions of a sphere near a planar surface, 

considerable investigations were conducted to uncover the interaction forces between a 

sphere and a planar surface in external electric fields [19-23]. Lee et al [24] numerically and 

experimentally examined the trajectory of a charged water droplet near an oil-water interface 

in applied electric fields. They found that when the water droplet is close to an oil-air 
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interface, the pathway of the water droplet is like a concave parabola, which is probably 

caused by the distorted electric fields at the oil-water interface. Young et al [25] theoretically 

investigated the dielectrophoretic (DEP) force and colloidal force on a spherical particle near 

a nonconducting surface. They found that for the electrophoretic motion of a spherical 

particle near a planar wall, the small gap between them is determined by DEP force, colloidal 

force and gravitational force.  

 

It should be realized that the above mentioned studies either focus on the electrokinetic 

motions of a sphere near a planar surface or the interactions between a sphere and a planar 

surface. Up to now, there are no theoretical calculations or experimental studies of the thin 

liquid film formed between an in-water oil droplet and a planar solid surface subjected to an 

external electric field. However, there were some studies about the measurement of the thin 

liquid film between a sphere and a planar wall [26-29]. Theodoly et al [30] developed a new 

model to describe the thin film thickness between a spherical object and a planar surface. 

Later in 2014, Nikolov et al [31] employed the interference method to study the wetting film 

stability of a bubble underneath a planar surface. They found that the film thickness, size and 

the film meniscus could be calculated by the reflected light interferegrams. Captive bubble 

method is widely used to study the interfacial characteristic [32] and the contact angles [33] 

formed by a droplet and a flat surface. For example, Baek et al [34] made a comparison of 

sessile drop and captive bubble method to measure the surface hydrophilicity of a RO 

membrane, founding that the captive method is reliable and reproducible in measuring the 

contact angles. Furthermore, Mirchi et al [35] employed the captive bubble method to study 

the ultra-low dynamic interfacial tension and wettability of shale. 

 

In this paper, the reflected light interference method is applied to examine the effects of DC 

electric fields on the thickness profile of the liquid film over a floating oil droplet underneath 

a glass slide. The diameter of the central film and the thickness of the meniscus film were, for 

the first time, measured under the effect of DC electric fields. The influences of the electric 

field strength, pH value and the ionic concentration of the bulk liquid on the film thickness 

profile were discussed. The results in this paper provide a better understanding of the 
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deformation of a floating oil droplet underneath a glass slide with the effect of applied 

electric fields. 

 

2. Experiments  

2.1. System setup and measurement principle 

As shown in Figure 1, the experimental system comprises of a large plastic petri dish (6.4cm 

in diameter and 2.4cm in height), a small plastic petri dish (5.7cm in diameter and 1.6cm in 

height), a piece of glass slide (1mm in thickness, 4.9cm in length and 3.9cm in width), an 

optical microscope (AZ100, Nikon) with a progressive CCD camera (DS-Qi1Mc, Nikon) and 

imaging software (NIS-Elements BR, Nikon). The small petri dish is placed inside the large 

petri dish to support a glass slide that is put on top of the small petri dish. A DC power supply 

(CSI12001X, Circuit Specialist Inc., USA) is used to produce the DC electric field. Two Pt 

electrodes (with a horizontal separation distance of 3cm) are inserted into a piece of 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) that is bonded with the upper surface of the glass slide. The 

electrodes are then partially immersed into the liquid and connect to the DC power supply 

with copper wires. 

 

When a micro oil droplet submerged in an aqueous solution is released underneath the glass 

slide, it will rise up, due the buoyancy, until it reaches the glass slide. Finally the upper 

surface of the oil droplet slightly deforms and a liquid film is sandwiched between the oil 

droplet and the glass slide. This liquid film consists of two regions: a central region with a 

uniform thickness (referred to as the central film) and the rest film with variable thickness in 

radial direction (referred to as the meniscus film). After applying an electric field parallel to 

the glass slide, sufficiently large oil droplets will not move in the horizontal direction because 

strong buoyant force pushes the oil droplet against the glass slide tightly. However, the 

droplet tends to be deformed in the direction perpendicular to the glass slide under the 

externally applied electric field. When an external electric field is applied, a strong 

non-uniform electric field gradient is generated at the small gap region between the oil 

droplet and the glass slide surface. Consequently an additional repulsive dielectrophoresis 
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(DEP) force is generated and tends to push the droplet away from the solid surface, leading to 

a larger thickness of the central film. The diameter of the central film and the thickness of the 

meniscus film can be measured by the Newton’s ring method. 

 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of the experimental setup. 

Figure 2 illustrates the patterns of Newton’s rings for the liquid film between the oil droplet 

and the glass slide. The central dark circle represents the central film region with a diameter 

Dn. The meniscus film with a variable thickness (h) starts from the edge of the central film to 

the edge of the droplet. The measuring principle of the liquid film can be simplified as 

follows: When a parallel beam of monochromatic light is incident normally on the glass slide 

and the oil droplet, the incident light will be reflected from the surface of the liquid-glass 

interface and the liquid-oil droplet interface, respectively. As the thickness between glass 

slide and the oil droplet increases gradually from the origin o to the periphery along x axis 

(the radial position discussed below is defined as the distance from the origin o along x axis.), 

there will exist optical path difference. According to the optical interference principle, 

Newton’s rings will form when the two beams of the reflected light encounter. 

 

With the measured interference pattern, Dn equals the diameter of the first dark fringe. For the 
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thickness of the meniscus film, it is given by [36]: 

/ 4h k n  (k=0, 1, 2, 3, 4…)                   (1) 

where h represents the thickness of the meniscus film at a bright fringe or a dark fringe 

position as k is odd or oven, respectively, λ is the wave length of the incident light, n is the 

refractive index. From Eq. (1), it is easy to find out that the thickness difference between two 

neighboring fringes is λ/4n. It can also be noted that for each certain dark or bright fringe, the 

thickness h is a fixed value. By metering the radial position of each fringe from the origin o 

and correlate the radial position to the thickness of each fringe, the shape of the meniscus 

film can be profiled. 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of the variations of the central film and the meniscus film, before (a) and after (b) the 

application of DC electric fields. The central film is the flat pattern area and shown in red color. The 

meniscus film is illustrated in blue color.  
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2.2. Materials and experimental procedures 

2.2.1. Materials  

A vortex mixer (VWR Scientific) was used to emulsify the oil-liquid mixture to obtain micro 

oil droplets. 50μL silicone oil (0.96g/mL, 50cSt at 25℃, Sigma) was injected into 1000μL 

aqueous solution and then mixed by the vortex mixer for 10~30s to generate oil droplets in 

desired microscales. In order to examine the effect of different solutions on the diameter of 

the central film and the thickness of the meniscus film under the applied electric field, NaCl 

solutions of 1mM, 0.1mM, and 0.01mM, at pH=3 and pH=11 were used. Each NaCl solution 

was prepared by the adding certain amounts of NaCl electrolyte into pure water. The pH 

values were controlled by adding standard solutions of either HCl or NaOH into pure water, 

respectively.  

2.2.2.  Experimental procedures 

First of all, two petri dishes and a glass slide were cleaned with the testing electrolyte 

solution and the glass surfaces were purged by pressurized nitrogen gas to remove dust 

particles. Then, a certain amount of the aqueous solution was added into two petri dishes, so 

that half of the glass slide was immersed into liquid and the other half was exposed to air. 

After the system was kept steady for about 5 minutes, oil droplets were released with a 10μL 

micropipette underneath the glass slide. The oil droplets rose up by buoyance and finally 

“attached” to the glass slide. Afterwards, two Pt electrodes were inserted into liquid and DC 

voltages were applied through the DC power supply. 

 

To measure the diameter of the central film region and the thickness profile of the meniscus 

film by interferograms, a monochromatic light filter (blue light, center wave length is about 

440nm) was employed to allow only blue light pass through and reflect on the oil droplets 

underneath the glass slide. The central fringe diameter and the radial position of each 

Newton’s ring were measured with the imaging system of the microscope. Each data point in 

all the figures of this paper is the average value of four radial points that uniformly 

distributed on the circumference of the same Newton’s ring. Under each set of conditions, at 
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least five interferograms were measured. All of the measurements were conducted at room 

temperature (22±1℃). 

 

3. Theory 

For the oil droplet in Figure 2(a), it is subject to a number of forces in the vertical direction, 

including the buoyant force, the interaction force (in the central film region) between the 

electric double layer (EDL) of the liquid-oil droplet interface and the electric double layer 

(EDL) of the liquid-glass interface, and the van der Waals force between the oil droplet and 

the glass slide. Figure 3(a) depicts the force balance of the oil droplet in h axis dirction 

without the effect of the applied electric field. The thickness of the liquid film at equilibrium 

state is determined by the force balance in the vertical direction.   

 EDL vdW bF F F
  

   (2) 

where FEDL is the EDL interaction force, FvdW is the van der Waals force, and Fb is the 

buoyance force. 

 

As the oil-liquid interface and the liquid-glass interface are both negative charged, the EDL 

interaction force is a repulsive force and pointing downwards, which can be expressed by an 

analytical equation that derived by Hogg et al [37]: 
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where 0  and   represent the permittivities of vacuum and the liquid, respectively, o  

and g  are the zeta potentials of oil-liquid interface and glass-liquid interface respectively, a 

is the oil droplet’s radius,   is the Debye-Hückel parameter and 
1 

 is referred to as the 

characteristic thickness of the EDL. For the electrolytes with symmetric ions,   can be 

expressed as:   
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Where e is the elementary charge, z represents the valence of the ions, n∞ is the ionic 
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concentration of the liquid, kb is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. 

 

The van der Waals force between the droplet and the flat solid surface is an attractive force 

pointing upwards and can be expressed [25]: 

   22 2

2
ln

6 2 6 2 2 ( )2
vdW

A a a a A a a d s
F

d d d a sd d d a d a sdd a

 

 

   
              

  (5) 

where λ is the characteristic absorption wavelength and s is a constant; A is the Hamaker 

constant. For an oil droplet and a solid material interacting in water (w), the Hamaker 

constant is given by [38]:   

   o w s wA c A A A A      (6) 

where Ao, As and Aw = 4.38×10
20

J [38,39] are the Hamaker constants of the oil, solid material 

and water in vacuum, respectively. The constant c depends on the medium. For water, the 

constant c is 1.6 [38].  

 

The buoyancy force is the result of the density difference between the oil and the aqueous 

solution. As the density of the aqueous solution is larger than that of the oil droplet, the 

buoyancy force is pointing upwards and can be written as [25]: 

  34

3
b w oF a g     (7) 

where g=9.807 m/s
2
 is the gravitational acceleration, ρw is the aqueous solution density, and 

ρo is the oil density. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3. The force balance in h axis on an oil droplet underneath a glass slide before (a) and after (b) 

applying a DC electric filed in x axis, respectively. 

 

After an electric field is applied horizontally, the non-uniform electric field in meniscus film 

region induces the dielectrophoresis (DEP) force (FDEP). From the gradient of electric field 

distribution shown in Figure 3(b), it is clear that in the central film region, there exists a 

strong DEP force acting on the bottom of the oil droplet. Moreover, at the joint of central film 

region and the meniscus film, the direction of the local DEP forces point to 135° and 225° in 

Cartesian coordinate system, respectively. If we decompose these DEP forces into x axis 

direction and h axis direction, it can be seen that the DEP force in x axis direction will be 

balanced and the net DEP force is in the h axis direction and tends to push the droplet away 

from the glass slide. The DEP force can be expressed as [40]:  

232DEP CMF f a E                       (8) 

where CMf  is the Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor, and E  is the strength of the electric field 

between the oil droplet and the glass slide. 
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If the oil droplet is under the effect of a DC electric field, then the CMf  factor is solely 

dominated by the conductivity of the oil droplet and the surrounding liquid, as shown in Eq. 

(9): 

 
2

o l
CM

o l

f
 

 





 (9) 

Where 
o  and l  are the electrical conductivities of the oil droplet and the liquid, 

respectively. 

 

From Eq. (8), it’s clear that FDEP is larger under larger electric field. Since the electric 

conductivity of the aqueous solution is larger than that of the oil droplet, the CMf  factor is a 

negative value. According to Eq. (8), the direction of the DEP force is opposite to the 

direction of the electric field.  Therefore, this DEP force (FDEP) in this system is in the 

direction from the strong electric field to the weak electric field, that is, from the central film 

region to the outside. The vertical component of the DEP force (FDEP) will push the oil 

droplet away from the glass slide. Consequently, the thickness of the liquid film at 

equilibrium state will be thicker because of the presence of the DEP force or the applied 

electric field. A larger applied electric field will result in a larger DEP force and therefore the 

thickness of the central film and the meniscus film will be different under different applied 

electric fields.  

 

When an external electric field is applied, the thickness of the liquid film at equilibrium state 

is determined by the following force balance in the vertical direction:  

 EDL DEP vdW bF F F F
   

    (10) 

It should be noted that the the buoyance force do not change with the electric field. The DEP 

force exerted on the droplet is balanced by the EDL force and the van der Waals force which 

are all dependent on the separation distance between the glass slide and the oil-liquid 

interface. Therefore, it can be expected that a change in the separation distance between the 

oil droplet and the glass slide after applying electric field can be measured and quantified 
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with the changed Newton’s ring pattern. 

4. Results and discussion  

In order to investigate the liquid film between glass slide and oil droplet, the oil droplet has to 

be kept immobile in horizontal direction when the electric field is applied along the glass 

slide. This requires that the oil droplet should be large enough in order to have large 

buoyancy force to push the oil droplet against the glass slide tightly and thus overcome the 

drag force exerted by electroosmotic flow. It is found by experiments that the oil droplets that 

are larger than 200μm in diameter are immobile in horizontal direction under the range of 

applied electric field used in this study. Therefore, our experimental investigation focuses 

only on large oil droplets (225μm±5μm in diameter).  

4.1. Effects of the applied electric field on the interference patterns  

To demonstrate the oil droplet can be deformed by an applied electric field, the interference 

patterns formed by a floating oil droplet underneath a glass slide under different strengths of 

electric field were measured and shown in Figure 4. It is obvious that interference rings can 

be clearly observed. For the measured patterns shown in Figure 4, the diameter of the central 

film region is equal to the diameter of the central dark fringe. For the meniscus film, the 

thickness of the meniscus film can be determined by measuring the radial positions of other 

fringes that are outwards from the central dark fringe. With the increase in the applied electric 

field, the band width of the outer fringes and the radius of each fringe from the origin o 

become larger. This variation can be observed and quantified by the imaging analysis 

software.  
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Figure 4. Evolution of the Newton’s rings with applied electric field in pure water. The diameter of the oil 

droplet is 225μm ± 5μm. The strengths of applied electric field are (a) E=0V/cm, (b) E=30V/cm and (c) 

E=70V/cm, respectively. 

 

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the diameter of the central film region and the thickness of 

the meniscus film on radial position. It is clear from Figure 4(a) that when the strength of the 

applied electric field increases from 0V/cm to 30V/cm, the diameter of the central film region 

Dn decreases from 8.22μm to 7.91μm. When the strength of the applied electric field 

increases further to 70V/cm, Dn decreases to 5.54μm. Figure 4(b) shows the dependence of 

the meniscus film thickness on radial position under applied electric field. As discussed 

before, the variations of the band width and radius of the fringes under different electric fields, 

as shown in Figure 4, indicate the change of the thickness of the meniscus film with the 

applied electric field. From Figure 4(b), it can be seen that for the same radial position, the 

thickness of the meniscus film is larger when the applied electric field is higher. These 

relationships can be explained as follows: As the applied electric field influences only on the 

magnitude of DEP force, from Eq. (8) one can see that when the strength of applied electric 

field increases, the DEP force increases quadratically. As analyzed above, the DEP force is 

repulsive and tends to push the oil droplet away from the glass slide. Therefore, it is easy to 

understand when the strength of applied electric field increases, the contacting region, i.e., the 

central film region, decreases; and the thickness of the meniscus film increases.  

 

As seen in Figure 5, in comparison with the case of 0V/cm electric field, both of the central 

film diameter and the meniscus film thickness are almost unchanged in 30V/cm electric field. 

However, when the strength of the electric field increases to 70V/cm, both of the central film 

and the meniscus film are changed significantly. This is because under a small strength of 

applied electric field, the DEP force may not be large enough to overcome the buoyance force 

and cannot push the oil droplet away from the glass slide. When the strength of the electric 

field increases further, the DEP force becomes significantly large and is effective to to push 

the oil droplet away from the glass slide, and hence the diameter of the central film becomes 

smaller and the thickness of the meniscus film becomes larger. 
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In this study, we use optical microscope to observe the Newton’s interference rings. In the 

area with Newton’s rings, the film thickness changes to form alternative dark and bright 

fringes. However, the thickness of the central film is uniform in the center film region, 

resulting in no Newton’s rings. Consequently, one cannot measure the thickness of the central 

film directly by the Newton’s ring method. As shown in Figure 2, there is still some distance 

from the measuring point of the first bright ring to the joint of the central film and the 

meniscus film. Although the thickness of the central film cannot be directly measured; 

however, the thickness of the meniscus film at the position of the first bright ring is 0.827μm, 

the thickness of the central film should be smaller than this value. Furthermore, the thickness 

of the central film should be a function of the electric field strength; because the DEP force, 

which is a function of the strength of the electric field, pushes the oil droplet away from the 

glass slide. The thickness of the central film should also be a function of pH and ionic 

concentration. The thickness of the central film is determined by the force balance in the 

vertical direction, i.e., Eq. (2). In the force balance equation, a key component is the FEDL 

which depends on the zeta potentials of the glass-liquid interface and the oil-liquid interface, 

and these zeta potentials in turn depend on the pH and the ionic concentration. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 5. Evolution of the shape of the liquid film under applied electric field in pure water. The oil 

droplets have a diameter of 225μm±5μm. (a) Dependence of the diameter of central film region (Dn) on 

applied electric field. (b) Dependence of the thickness of meniscus film (h) on radial position under 

different electric fields.  

4.2. Effect of pH value on SLF  

In addition to the applied electric field, the diameter of the central film and the thickness of 

the meniscus film are also influenced by the pH values and the ionic concentration of the 

aqueous solution surrounding the oil droplet and the glass slide. Figure 6 shows the pH 

dependence of the diameter of the central film and the thickness of the meniscus film under 

DC electric field. From the inserted table, one can see that for oil droplets under a given 

electric field, the diameters of the central film are larger in pH=3 solution while are smaller in 

pH=11 solution. From Figure 6 it can be seen that for the same radial position, the meniscus 

film thickness is always larger in pH=11 solution while smaller in pH=3 solution. 

 

Such phenomena can be explained by the zeta potential effect. Theoretically, for an immersed 

oil droplet close to a planar wall, higher zeta potentials in absolute values (both oil-liquid 

interface and liquid-glass interface) will result in a larger EDL interaction force, as indicated 

by Eq. (3). The zeta potentials of glass surface g  in pH=11 solution and pH=3 solution are 

reported to be about 85mV and 43mV, respectively [41] and the zeta potentials of silicone 

oil-liquid interface o  in pH=11 solution and pH=3 solution are about 55mV and 25mV, 

respectively [42]. It can be seen from Eq. (3) that when the zeta potentials (both in positive or 

negative sign) of glass-liquid interface and oil-liquid interface increase, the repulsive EDL 

interaction force increases dramatically. As the DEP force does not vary with respect to the 

change of zeta potentials, it is clear that the EDL interaction force is dominant and increases 

with the increase of pH values. Consequently, the oil droplet is pushed away from the glass 

slide, resulting in a smaller central film diameter and larger meniscus film thickness. It should 

also be noted that when pH=3, the zeta potential of the oil droplet-liquid interface is about 

25mV. According to Eq. (3), the EDL interaction force turns out to be a negative value, which 
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means attractive. As a result, the oil droplet is pushed away less and hence the diameter of the 

central film is reduced less and the thickness of the meniscus film is increased less.  

 

Figure 6. The pH dependence of the meniscus film thickness. The inserted table shows the pH dependence 

of the central film diameter. The strength of applied electric field is 70V/cm and the oil droplets have a 

diameter of 225μm±5μm. The liquid is pure water. 

4.3. Effect of ionic concentration on SLF  

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the diameter of the central film and meniscus film 

thickness under applied DC electric field on the ionic concentration of NaCl electrolyte 

solutions. Three concentrations, 0.01mM, 0.1mM and 1mM, were tested in the experiments, 

respectively. It is clear from the inserted table that, under a given electric field, the diameter 

of the central film is the smallest in 0.01mM NaCl solution and the diameter of the central 

film increases with the increase of the ionic concentration of the electrolyte solution. From 

Figure 7 it can be seen that at the same radial position and under the same strength of electric 

field, the thickness of the meniscus film is smaller when the ionic concentration is larger. 
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From Eq. (9) one can see that in DC-DEP system, the CMf  factor is determined only by the 

electrical conductivity of the oil droplet and the electrolyte solution. Compared with the 

conductivity of the electrolyte solution, the conductivity of oil droplet is infinitely small, or 

even can be regarded as zero. Therefore, the CMf  factor turns to be a constant -1/2 [43]. 

Therefore the DEP force does not change with the ionic concentration of the liquid in this 

system. On the other hands, according to Eq. (4), the characteristic thickness of the EDL 1   

decreases dramatically when the ionic concentration of the liquid increases. As a result, the 

repulsive EDL interaction force between the glass slide and the oil droplet is reduced with the 

increase of ionic concentration. Apparently, the decrease of the repulsive EDL interaction 

force with the increase of the ionic concentration is dominant, that is, the oil droplet is pushed 

away more from the glass slide at lower ionic concentration, resulting in a larger diameter of 

the central film and a smaller thickness of the meniscus film when the ionic concentration is 

higher, as shown in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7. The ionic concentration dependence of the meniscus film thickness. The inserted table shows the 

ionic concentration dependence of the central film diameter. The strength of applied electric field is 
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70V/cm and the diameter of the oil droplets is 225μm±5μm. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the shape of the liquid film over a floating oil droplet underneath a glass slide in 

applied electric field was investigated for the first time. By using the method of Newton’s 

rings, the diameter of the central film region and the thickness of the meniscus film were 

measured with an optical microscope imaging system. The experimental results show that 

with the increase of the strength of the applied DC electric field, the diameter of the central 

film region decreases. Meanwhile, for the same radial position, the meniscus film thickness 

under the effect of larger applied electric field strength is bigger than that under the effect of 

smaller applied electric field strength. Under the same strength of the applied electric field, 

the diameter of the central film region decreases when the pH increases; and the thickness of 

the meniscus film is larger at the same radial position in a higher pH solution. The diameter 

of the central film region is larger and the thickness of the meniscus film is smaller when the 

ionic concentration of NaCl solution is higher. Compared with the previous studies of thin 

film measurement by interference method [26-31] and captive bubble method [32-35], this 

study focuses on the dynamic thin film profiling of an oil droplet below a planar surface 

under the effect of a DC electric field. This experimental system is capable to dynamically 

and accurately distinguish tiny variations (In nanometer scale as shown in the figures.) of the 

thin film profile caused by the electric field. The results from this investigation provide a 

basic understanding for the future studies on the electrokinetic and electrohydrodynamics 

phenomena of the thin film formed by a micro droplet underneath a flat surface. Other 

characteristics of the thin film under the effect of electric field, such as disjoining pressure, 

will be studied in the near future based on our current experimental method. 
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